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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

17. What did Hoover do so 
wrong that pushed 
USA deeper into the 
Great Depression?

18. What did FDR try to do 
to get USA out of the 
Great Depression?



Hoover’s Response

Intro thoughts

Describe what Hoover did to fix 
the Great Depression.

What changed in the 1930s to 
cause a change in opinions?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18dFdWe2n4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18dFdWe2n4s


Main Notes

Hoover’s Presidency responds



Jigsaw the work

• Start with a group of four.

• Each person should read their section and 
answer their questions

• Then, share your section

• Discuss as a class what you think of Hoover, 
his response, and if he was responsible, or 
irresponsible. 



1. Promoting Recovery
1. What was Hoover hoping to do?

2. What was he determined the government NOT do?

3. What DID Hoover do to try to help?

(p.240-241)

He hoped to downplay fears that would 
lead to more bank runs and layoffs.

He thought government should not help individuals

He organized conferences of business leaders to 
find solutions. And he increased spending on public 
works projects.



2. Rescue Banks and Help Citizens

1. What was Hoover’s plan to increase supply of money to banks?

2. Why didn’t that work?

3. What was Hoover’s plan to increase loans to businesses?

4. Although Hoover opposed direct aid to Americans, he finally did. 
He signed for nearly $2 million in aid. Why didn’t it work?

(p.241-242)

He asked the FED to increase the $$ supply.

The FED refused

He had Congress set up a corporation  to make 
loans to businesses. 

Too little, too late…



3. In an Angry Mood

1. What happened in Oklahoma City in 1931 that showed a 
high level of desperation?

2. Who organized the “hunger marchers”?

3. What happened to about a million farms?

4. What did farmers do to keep prices from falling too low?

(p.242)

500 people looted a grocery store.

The American Communist party

Their creditors foreclosed on 
them and took ownership. 

They destroyed crops to decrease supply. 



4. The Bonus Marchers
1. When were the WWI vets scheduled to get their $1000 

bonus payment?

2. Where did the BONUS ARMY settle, while waiting a response 
from Congress?

3. What ended up happening to the BONUS ARMY?

4. Why would the fate of the BONUS ARMY effect the next 
election?

(p.243)

1945, 13 years later

In Hoovervilles in Washington. 

They got pushed out of the city, then attacked with 
tear gas.

It hurt his reputation; may have caused his defeat.



Herbert Hoover

Let’s analyze this president

1. Where did he go wrong?

2. What should have done differently?


